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CERTIFICATE
Certificat - Certificado- Сертификат - Zertifikat -證書

1) APPLICANT: (who finally puts the product on the market)
LEADER TECHNOLOGY SHENZHEN CO.,LIMITED
FLAT/RM1402B,14/F, THE BELGIAN BANK BUILDING NO5.721-725 NATHAN RD, MONGKOK KL,HK

2) CERTIFICATE NO.: ISETC.000320210409
TECHNICAL REFERENCE: TCF210406186CPR

3) ISETMARK:

4) CAUTIONABOUT CEMARKING (Instruction for the Applicant who puts the product on the EU market):
The label of the CE Marking on the left side should be not less than 5mm height. CE Marking and
EC Declaration of Conformity are duties for the manufacturer or its applicant who puts the product
on the market. This one is responsible to start the CE marking and certification procedure as required

by the legislation in force. Only for the products which are compulsorily included into specific Directives or Regulations
will be necessary to appoint a Notified Body.

5) TYPE OF PRODUCT: Solar Pv Cable
TRADE MARK: LEADER
MODEL(S): LEADER H1Z2Z2-K1*2.5mm2，1*4mm2，1*6mm2，1*10mm2，1*16mm2，

1*25mm2，1*50mm2，2*2.5mm2，2*4mm2，2*6mm2，2*10mm2 , DC1500V/AC1000V
6) LIST OF DIRECTIVES / REGULATIONS /STANDARDS (as declared by the manufacturer itself)

Construction products Regulation (EU) No 305/2011
EN 50575:2014+A1:2016

7) NOTE: This document is not referred to any evaluation that could be considered as included in the scope of the
activities covered by the standard BS EN ISO/IEC 17065:2012 or European Regulation765/2008.

8) REMARK: Certificate is issued on voluntary application from the Client and it gives to the applicant the right to
use and affix the ISETMark on their products, even if it doesn’t imply any assessment on the safety and compliance
of the product. ISET declares that the only scope of the assessment is to verify the existence of the declaration issued
by the manufacturer or an applicant under its own responsibilities.

9) DATEOFISSUE: 09/04/2021 EXPIRY DATE: 08/04/2026
10) SIGNATURE: Xiao Ming

(On behalf of the Legal representative)
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